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Private Office

The nature of work is changing at an exceedingly fast pace, producing new 
business challenges that affect where and how people work. Suite is a premier 
private office and collaborative spaces collection—and so much more. Its 
adaptable solutions respond to brand, culture, workstyle, and space efficiency 
needs, leading to organizational success.



Setting the Bar for Culture 

With its breadth of capabilities, Suite has the power to blend 
corporate culture and brand with individual workstyle needs and 
preferences. Its multi-use solutions support a range of activities 
throughout the day—from heads-down work to larger group 
collaboration—with design options that reflect personal  
expression in a corporate environment.

Create High Performance Spaces

From access to the right technology, to analog display tools, storage, 
and reference, Suite keeps everything where you need it, making it 
easy to switch from individual focus work to group tasks and meeting 
activities—all within the same space.

Height-adjustable components – Support ergonomic needs  
to complement unique workstyles and keep people comfortable, 
happy, and healthy.

Analog display tools – Magnetic glass, fabric accent tiles, reference 
shelves, and the multi-purpose work wall keep materials at your 
fingertips and provide tactile capabilities to fit a variety of workstyles. 

Easy access – Sliding blotters and personal storage credenzas 
provide easy power and technology access, while reveal/conceal 
components offer a mix of secure storage and display options to  
keep things orderly. 

Multi-use capabilities – Components that support multiple 
functions and workstyles, such as personal storage walls, credenzas, 
height-adjustable tables, and organic-shaped worksurfaces, offer 
smooth, easy transitions from individual tasks to conference and 
collaborative activities—all within one private office to optimize  
the available footprint. 
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Upper and lower storage options – Utilize vertical space to keep 
items out of the way yet close at hand when working, and secure 
when the primary occupant is away.

Sequence Matched Premium veneer – Carefully hand selected 
and manufactured through an intricate process that retains visual 
cohesiveness required to create an elegant space.

Highly customizable – A variety of finishes, application options, 
and Tailored Solutions™ are available to suit personal needs and 
preferences, while supporting organizational culture and brand.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Suite’s handcrafted components and range of looks—from restrained 
to expressive—provide the design freedom to create inviting, custom 
spaces that reflect individual preferences, as well as organizational 
brand and culture. A wide array of finish and accent tile options create 
a mix of tactile and visually appealing materials, adding color, texture, 
and warmth to the space.

Certifications

• Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) certified
• GREENGUARD® certified

Awards and Innovations

• 2014 Best of NeoCon Gold award – Casegoods

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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